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Gyrokinetic microstability analyses, with and without electromagnetic effects, are presented for a
spherical tokamak plasma equilibrium closely resembling that from a high confinement mode(H
mode) discharge in the mega-ampere spherical tokamak(MAST) [A. Sykeset al., Nucl. Fusion41,
1423 (2001)]. Electrostatic ion temperature gradient driven modes(ITG modes) were found to be
unstable on all surfaces, though they are likely to be substantially stabilized by equilibrium
E3B flow shear. Electron temperature gradient driven modes(ETG modes) have stronger growth
rates that substantially exceed the equilibrium flow shearing rates. Mixing length arguments suggest
that ITG modes would give rise to significant transport if they are not stabilized by sheared flows,
and predict weak transport from ETG turbulence. Significant plasma flows have been neglected in
this first analysis, and are probably important in the delicate balance between ITG growth rates and
flow shear, and in the formation of internal transport barriers on MAST. Electromagnetic effects are
found to be important even in this lowb discharge, especially for longer length-scale modes with
k'ri ,Os1d on the inner surfaces, where tearing parity modes are found to be the fastest growing
modes, with growth rates that are sensitive to the electron collision frequency. These tearing parity
microinstabilities are highly extended along the magnetic field, and have been reported in a number
of spherical tokamak equilibria.[DOI: 10.1063/1.1801251]

I. MICROSTABILITY IN SPHERICAL TOKAMAK
PLASMAS

Microinstabilities, with wavelengths of the order of the
ion or electron Larmor radii, are widely believed to underlie
anomalous transport of heat and particles in tokamaks. There
is considerable interest in understanding their properties and
their impact on heat and particle confinement in tokamak
plasmas, including in the novel tight aspect ratio spherical
tokamak (ST) plasma configuration. Heat transport coeffi-
cients have been measured by a number of STs[the Culham
devices: small tight aspect ratio tokamak(Ref. 1), and mega-
ampere spherical tokamak(MAST) (Refs. 2 and 3), and the
Princeton national spherical tokamak experiment(NSTX)
(Ref. 4)]. Ion heat transport has been found to lie close to the
level predicted by neoclassical theory. The NSTX experi-
ment has reported dominant heat transport losses occurring
in the electron channel,4,5 and the study of microinstabilities
could shed important light on the underlying reasons for this
interesting observation.

Plasma equilibrium and geometry crucially influence mi-
crostability through their impact on the plasma particle drift
velocities. Tight aspect ratio plasmas exhibit inherently
strong variation in the toroidal magnetic field, and have
proved to be capable of operating at very high ratios of
plasma pressure to magnetic field strength,b.6,7 The strong

magnetic field variation both increases the number of trapped
particles and affects the particle drifts.8,9 All of these factors
have strong influences on microstability and some of their
impacts on gyrokinetic analyses have been reported in Refs.
9–11. The stabilization of short wavelength modes could ex-
plain the striking transport barriers which have recently been
observed experimentally in a number of tokamaks,12 most
recently in the Culham spherical tokamak MAST,13 and in
Ref. 11 it has been proposed that strong gradients inb may
play an important role in this stabilization.

Gyrokinetic codes(which avoid many of the approxima-
tions inherent in fluid models) are now starting to be applied
more routinely to the study of microstability in tokamaks,
and this is largely due to recent advances in computing. Such
calculations can be carried out including trapped particle and
electromagnetic effects. A number of nonlinear gyrokinetic
simulations, exploiting supercomputers, have studied the
saturation of turbulence at length scales of the order of the
ion Larmor radius[ion temperature gradient driven drift
waves(ITG)] (Ref. 14) and of the order of the electron Lar-
mor radius scale[electron temperature gradient driven drift
waves(ETG)].15 In Ref. 15 it was concluded that ETG drift
waves may contribute significantly to anomalous transport in
tokamaks, a possibility that had previously been widely dis-
counted on the grounds of low mixing length estimates of
their contribution to transport coefficients.

Gyrokinetic analyses of microstability for NSTX have
been presented in Refs. 11 and 16, using theGS2 code.17 It
was reported there that ITG modes are stabilized and ETG
modes destabilized at the high ratios ofTi /Te which are ob-
served in some NSTX plasmas. It has been argued that this
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could be consistent with the low levels of ion and high levels
of electron heat transport in these discharges. Microstability
calculations in plasma conditions which have been envisaged
for a conceptual design of highb ST power plant has also
been presented in Ref. 18.

In this paper we present results from the first gyrokinetic
stability analysis of a MAST-like plasma which has been
carried out using theGS2 code.

II. THE GS2 CODE

The GS2 code is an extended version of the initial value
microstability code which is described in detail in Ref. 17,
and solves, together with Maxwell’s equations, the gyroki-
netic equations for the perturbed distribution functions of an
arbitrary number of plasma species.GS2 has been extended
since the publication of Ref. 17 to include perturbations of
the magnetic field in all directions(i.e., perturbations both
parallel and perpendicular to the equilibrium field are in-
cluded), and to become capable of fully nonlinear calcula-
tions in flux-tube geometry for arbitrary tokamak equilibria.
For computational convenience, in both linear and nonlinear
computations,GS2 exploits the magnetic field line following
coordinates of Ref. 19, using the ballooning angleu as the
parallel coordinate.GS2calculations have been benchmarked
against a variety of microstability codes at lowb and at high
b in Refs. 17 and 11, respectively.

GS2 written in Fortran90 exploits parallel computers us-
ing the message passing interface, and the code is thoroughly
documented and available online under an open source li-
cense given in Ref. 20. The code has been ported to a Be-
owulf cluster at Culham and has been interfaced to a local
Culham equilibrium solverGS2D. A benchmark microstabil-
ity calculation, using a local moments based equilibrium, has
been repeated to verify the compilation. The equilibrium in-
terface fromGS2D to GS2 has also been thoroughly tested by
successfully repeating an ideal ballooning calculation, made
using theIDBAL code for aGS2Dequilibrium, using theGS2D-
GS2 interface.

III. MAST-LIKE CONDITIONS SELECTED FOR
ANALYSIS

We have selected MAST discharge 6252, a steady
plasma in the high confinement mode with edge localized
modes(an ELMy H-mode plasma) and heated by neutral
beam injection, as the first MAST discharge for microstabil-
ity analysis withGS2. The electron temperature and density
profiles have been measured using the high resolution MAST
Thomson scattering system att,265 ms, which is well into
the current flat-top(which starts aroundt=150 ms) and just
before the neutral beams are switched off. Figure 1 shows a

number of key time traces, including the intensity from a
core soft x-ray channel which shows that low frequency saw-
teeth, have been observed in this discharge. The Thomson
scattering time is well into the sawtooth ramp phase, and this
is the time where we have performed microstability analyses
using GS2. The EFIT equilibrium reconstruction code21 has
been used to provide an initial estimate of the equilibrium.
The neutral beam injection at the timeslice of interest has
been modeled using theLOCUST Monte Carlo code,22 to pro-
vide the fast particle density and effective temperature pro-
files. In the calculations presented we assume thatTi =Te,
which is consistent with ion and electron temperature mea-
surements, and take impurity fractions that are consistent
with spectroscopy measurements. Table I shows a number of
key global parameters for this MAST equilibrium.

It is well known that stability analysis is sensitive to
equilibrium profiles, and it is challenging to obtainEFIT equi-
librium reconstructions which adequately constrain the equi-
librium pressure profile to kinetic measurements. Optimizing
the match between the equilibrium pressure profile and that
determined from measurements is essential, if the results of
subsequent stability analyses are to relate faithfully to the
experimental situation.

A. Equilibrium with consistent pressure profile

Thomson scattering gives temperature and density pro-
file information for the electrons, and for the ions we have
assumedTi =Te, estimating the ion density from a simple
impurity dilution model. We model the impurities by taking a
constant value ofZeff=1.5, and have assumed that carbon
and oxygen are the only impurities and that they have den-

FIG. 1. (Color online). Time traces for MAST discharge 6252 of(a) plasma
current,(b) neutral beam power,(c) line integrated electron density, and(d)
soft x-ray intensity from a chord passing close to the plasma core. The time
point where the Thomson scattering system has measured the electron tem-
perature and density profiles is marked by the diamonds.

TABLE I. Global parameters for the MAST equilibrium att=0.265 s in MAST discharge 6252, wherene

=s1/2adenedl. Across the whole plasma cross sectionZeff is taken to be 1.5 and impurities are assumed to be
carbon and oxygen in the ratio 2:1.

B0 (T) Ip (MA ) R (m) a (m) Rmag (m) ne sm−3d Pb (MW)

0.458 0.738 0.816 0.558 0.901 4.7031019 1.672
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sity profiles with the shape of the electron density profile,
and with densities in the ratio 2:1. Labeling impurities with
the indexI and the main plasma ions with the indexi, we let
cIn/ne represent the ratio of the density of impurityI to the
electron density, andZI be the impurity atomic number.(In
this casecC=2, cO=2, ZC=6, and ZO=8.) Defining addi-
tional constantsc1=oIZI

2cI andc2=oIZIcI, and then combin-
ing the definition ofZeff with the quasineutrality condition
gives

ni

ne
=

c1/c2s1 − Zbnb/ned − Zeff + Zb
2nb/ne

Zisc1/c2 − Zid
, s1d

n

ne
=

1 − Zini/ne − Zbnb/ne

c2
, s2d

where nb and Zb represent the beam fast ion density and
atomic number, respectively. The fast ion pressurepfast is
determined, along with the fast particle densitynb and effec-
tive temperatureTb, from Monte Carlo calculations using the
LOCUST code. We take the experimentally constrained pres-
sure profile to be given by

pexp= TeSne + ni + o
I

cInD + pfast.

The consistency of the equilibrium reconstruction with
the kinetic pressure profile has been improved using theGS2D

Grad–Shafranov equilibrium solver.GS2D requires the poloi-
dal flux on the boundary of the rectangular solution domain
in R, Z, and this region is chosen to lie outside the plasma
but inside theEFIT domain. We take this boundary condition
from the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction.GS2D includes
source terms from the poloidal field coils lying inside the
solution domain and from the plasma current. The plasma
current is fully specified by the toroidal field functionfscd
and the plasma pressure flux functionpscd. In GS2D the flux
function pscd is fitted to the profile determined from the
Thomson scattering measurements and theLOCUST Monte
Carlo modeling of the fast ion pressure(see Fig. 2), andfscd
is correspondingly modified so as to preserve theEFIT recon-

struction of theq profile. MAST has no MSE diagnostic for
measuring theq profile, but the observation of sawtooth
crashes in the measurements from the central soft x-ray
channel[see Fig. 1(d)] suggests that the centralq is around 1,
consistent with theEFIT reconstruction(Fig. 3).

Figure 4 shows the MAST equilibrium reconstruction for
discharge 6252 with an equilibrium pressure profile that is
consistent with experimental measurements. This equilib-
rium was used in theGS2 microstability calculations that are
presented in this paper.

B. Surface parameters for microstability analysis

Microstability analyses have been performed on the
magnetic flux surfacescn=0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, wherecn is the
normalized poloidal flux. Tables II and III show the key sur-
face parameters that were required byGS2for local microsta-
bility analysis on each surface. Figure 5 shows how some of
the profile derivatives have been estimated using the equilib-
rium pressure profile and Thomson scattering measurements.
The normalized gradient scale length for pressure, tempera-

FIG. 2. (Color online). The pressure profile determined from the experimen-
tal data is plotted as a function of normalized poloidal fluxcn and is com-
pared with the equilibrium pressure profile used in theGS2D equilibrium.

FIG. 3. Reconstructedq profile as a function of normalized poloidal fluxcn

for MAST discharge 6252 at the Thomson scattering time.

FIG. 4. (Color online). The reconstructed equilibrium separatrix(solid line)
for MAST discharge 6252 at the Thomson scattering time. The dashed lines
show the surfaces with normalized poloidal fluxcn=0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, where
microstability analyses have been performed.
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ture, or density(a/Lp, a/LT, and a/Ln, respectively) is de-
fined as

a/Lx = −
1

xscnd
dx

dcn
.

The collision frequenciesn (normalized as described in Sec.
IV ) for input into GS2 have been determined using the pre-
scription outlined in the onlineGS2 documentation.20

The measured electron density profile is rather flat, so
thata/Lne

is poorly determined directly from the experimen-
tal data. The density gradient scale lengths have instead been
chosen by making a simple ansatz relating the density pro-
files of species, and by choosing the gradients to(i) satisfy
the quasineutrality condition away from the flux surface:

a/Lne
= a/Lni

+ a/Lnb
+ o

I

a/LnI
, s3d

and (ii ) be fully consistent with the assumed equilibrium
pressure profile gradient:

a/Lp =
niTi

p
sa/Lni

+ a/LTi
d +

neTe

p
sa/Lne

+ a/LTe
d

+ o
I

nITI

p
sa/LnI

+ a/LTI
d +

nbTb

p
sa/Lnb

+ a/LTb
d.

s4d

As in Sec. III A, we make the ansatz that the density profiles
of electrons and all impurity species have the same shape.

The fast ion density gradient is determined from Monte
Carlo simulations. Equations(3) and(4) determine the local
electron and main ion density gradients.

The resulting values fora/Lne
are small and negative on

the two inner surfaces, and this is not inconsistent with the
experimental data from Thomson scattering.

IV. MICROSTABILITY CALCULATIONS

Here we report on the results fromGS2calculations, giv-
ing real frequencies and growth rates of the fastest growing
modes as functions of the poloidal wave numberky. In all
calculations the ballooning parameteru0 has been set to zero.

The results are divided into two wavelength regimes:(i)
poloidal wavelengths of the order of or greater than the ion
Larmor radius,kyri øOs1d, and (ii ) poloidal wavelengths
that are shorter than the ion Larmor radius, but greater than
or of the order of the electron Larmor radius,kyreøOs1d and
kyri .1. The first regime includes ITG, and the second in-
cludes ETG. InGS2 electromagnetic effects can be included,
and it is also possible to vary the number of species which
are included in the calculations. We have performed a variety
of calculations to explore some of the parameters which in-
fluence microstability.

Physical quantities inGS2 are expressed in normalized
units relative to a set of reference parameters which are de-
fined as follows:

(1) Macroscopic lengths are normalized toLref, which is
defined as the plasma half diameter on the equatorial mid-

TABLE II. Surface equilibrium parameters.b is local, and defined asb=4.03310−3fneTi skeVd /B0
2g with ne in

1019 m−3, Ti in keV, andB0 in T.

cn p (kPa) a/Lp b (%) q scn/qdsdq/dcnd a (m) R/LT ri (mm)

0.4 8.379 1.867 4.95 1.346 0.286 0.311 3.14 7.64

0.6 5.468 2.463 2.97 1.643 0.841 0.391 5.74 6.10

0.8 3.022 3.677 1.46 2.521 2.489 0.468 4.75 4.62

TABLE III. Surface equilibrium parameters for each plasma species.

cn Species T (keV) a/LT n s1019 m−3d a/Ln n

0.4 e 0.592 2.043 4.357 −0.363 0.429

0.4 D 0.592 2.043 3.982 −0.399 0.012

0.4 D beam 11.06 0.683 0.050 2.457 2.3310−4

0.4 C 0.592 2.043 0.038 −0.363 0.118

0.4 O 0.592 2.043 0.019 −0.363 0.167

0.6 e 0.377 2.797 4.097 −0.276 0.969

0.6 D 0.377 2.797 3.719 −0.301 0.028

0.6 D beam 9.38 0.869 0.029 2.949 3.4310−4

0.6 C 0.377 2.797 0.035 −0.276 0.267

0.6 O 0.377 2.797 0.018 −0.276 0.377

0.8 e 0.217 2.565 3.522 1.622 2.438

0.8 D 0.217 2.565 3.206 1.635 0.071

0.8 D beam 7.75 0.940 0.015 4.156 5.0310−4

0.8 C 0.217 2.565 0.030 1.622 0.673

0.8 O 0.217 2.565 0.015 1.622 0.950
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plane. Lref=0.56 m for all surfaces in this MAST equilib-
rium.

(2) Masses are normalized to the deuterium mass for
ITG calculations, and to the electron mass for ETG calcula-
tions.

(3) The reference temperatureTref is set to the electron
temperature.

(4) The reference magnetic fieldBref is the vacuum mag-
netic field on the geometric axis.Bref=0.458 T in this MAST
equilibrium.

(5) The reference thermal velocityvt
ref=ÎTref/mref.

(6) Wave numbers are normalized to the inverse of the
reference Larmor radiusrref=mrefvt

ref/eBref.
(7) Frequencies(including collisions) are normalized to

vt
ref/Lref.

With any numerical calculation it is important to make
sure the results are well converged. The numerical accuracy
of GS2 depends on grid resolutions, e.g., the numerical time
stepdt, and the extent and resolution of the ballooning angle
u. These grid parameters were varied to guarantee conver-
gence of the results which are presented here. We have also
checked that the results are consistent with the basic gyroki-
netic ordering assumptions:

r/L ! 1, v/V ! 1, andg/V ! 1,

whereL denotes the minimum equilibrium scale length in the
system,v is the real frequency of the instability,g is the
imaginary frequency, andV is the gyrofrequency. These con-
ditions were comfortably satisfied in the calculations. The

linear ballooning space calculations carried out byGS2 re-
quire the distance between mode rational surfaces to be less
than the typical scalelengths of the system(Ln, Lp, andLT).
This condition is satisfied for all the calculations which are
presented in this paper.

A. ITG stability: kyriÏO„1…

The ITG calculations have been performed including all
five plasma species[electrons, main ions(D), two impurity
species(C and O), and beam ions(D)], both with and with-
out electromagnetic effects. The electron physics response is
calculated in full (including trapped particle dynamics),
without making adiabatic approximations.

1. Magnetic surface cn =0.4

Figure 6 shows the fastest growing eigenfunction of the
electrostatic potential forkyri =0.1 in an electrostatic calcu-
lation. All the electrostatic eigenfunctions on this surface are
well converged in runs where the ballooning angleu extends
to ±20p along the equilibrium magnetic field direction, and

FIG. 7. (Color online). Electromagnetic eigenfunctions on the surfacecn=0.4 with kyri =0.1 for (a) the electrostatic potentialf, (b) the parallel magnetic
vector potentialAi, and (c) the perpendicular magnetic vector potentialA'. The real and imaginary parts are represented by solid and dot-dashed lines,
respectively.

FIG. 5. (Color online). (a) Pressure and(b) electron temperature profiles
from MAST 6252 att=0.265 s as functions of normalized poloidal flux, and
fits (dashed) to obtain their derivatives at the surfacecn=0.4.

FIG. 6. (Color online). Electrostatic potential calculated byGS2 for kyri

=0.1 in an electrostatic ITG calculation on the surfacecn=0.4. The real part
(solid line) and imaginary part(dash-dotted line) are plotted as functions of
the ballooning angleu.
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are robustly reproduced when theu grid is extended. In elec-
tromagnetic calculations the electrostatic potential eigen-
functions of the fastest growing modes were found to extend
much further along the field line. Theu grid had to be ex-
tended by a factor of 4 to obtain convergence. Unfortunately,
these computations are extremely expensive in computa-
tional time, as this scales with the third power with the num-
ber of points in theu grid. Eigenfunctions for electrostatic
and vector potentials are shown in Fig. 7 for electromagnetic
calculations.

The ITG growth rates both for electrostatic and electro-
magnetic calculations are presented in Fig. 8 and the corre-
sponding real frequencies are presented in Fig. 9. In the elec-
trostatic calculations the real frequencies are positive and are
roughly proportional toky (ITG modes have positive real
frequencies since they propagate in the ion diamagnetic di-
rection). The inclusion of electromagnetic effects signifi-
cantly increases the growth rates of all modes in this wave-
band, considerably extends the potential eigenfunction along
the field line, and changes the real frequencies from positive
to negative. Figure 7(b) shows that the parity along the field
line of the perturbed parallel magnetic potentialAi is even,
and that the mode therefore has tearing parity. These ex-
tended electromagnetic modes are quite different from elec-
trostatic ITG modes with electromagnetic corrections, and
resemble microtearing modes.23 Tearing modes are generally
dissipative phenomena and sensitive to collisionality. Setting
the collisionality to zero reduced the growth rate of the

dominant instability, and the character of this mode reverted
to that typical of ITG modes.(See Fig. 10 whereAi is odd
andf is even.)

The value of the gradients in ion temperature and ion
density have also been altered to investigate their impact on
growth rates. In particular, both electrostatic and electromag-
netic modes withkyri =0.3 modes were studied. In order to
preserve the pressure gradient(and avoid the need to recom-
pute the equilibrium) the temperature and density gradients
were altered simultaneously. In effect the value ofhi

=niTi8 /ni8Ti was modified(preserving the ion pressure gradi-
ent). The value ofhe had also to be suitably adjusted(at
constant electron pressure gradient) so as to maintain
quasineutrality. Figure 11 shows that in electrostatic calcula-
tions the growth rate drops dramatically as the magnitude of
hi is reduced, confirming the well-known phenomenon that
at fixed pressure gradient ITG modes are more stable with
steeper ion density and flatter ion temperature profiles.(ITG
modes are often referred to ashi modes.) The growth rate of
the electrostatic mode as a function ofhi was observed to be
symmetric abouthi =0. On the other hand, the growth rates
of the electromagnetic modes are far from symmetric about
hi =0, especially in the region close tohi =0. As hi is re-
duced through zero, the growth rate of the electromagnetic
mode rises sharply before reducing at higher magnitudes of
hi to reconverge with the growth rates of the electrostatic
mode. Microtearing modes are known to be sensitive tohe,
andhe,hi in the above scan. This study underlines the need

FIG. 9. ITG real frequencies as a function ofkyri for the cn=0.4, 0.6, and
0.8 surfaces from(a) electrostatic calculations and(b) full electromagnetic
calculations.

FIG. 8. ITG growth rates as a function ofkyri for the cn=0.4, 0.6, and 0.8
surfaces from(a) electrostatic calculations and(b) full electromagnetic
calculations.

FIG. 10. (Color online). Electromagnetic collisionlessGS2eigenfunctions on the surfacecn=0.4 atkyri =0.1, for(a) the electrostatic potential,(b) the parallel
magnetic vector potentialAi, and(c) the perpendicular magnetic vector potentialA'.
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for accurate density, temperature, and pressure profiles if mi-
crostability analyses are to be relevant for experimental con-
ditions.

These microtearing modes could be important in spheri-
cal tokamaks. Assessing their stability requires extremely
large computations, owing to their highly extended nature
along the equilibrium magnetic field line. A more detailed
study is underway to deepen our understanding of these tear-
ing parity instabilities.

2. Magnetic surface cn =0.6

The electrostatic calculations for the surfacecn=0.6 re-
veal modes with the character of ITG instabilities, as can be
seen from the frequency and growth rate plots in Figs. 8 and
9, and are qualitatively similar to the results from thecn

=0.4 surface. The electromagnetic results, on the other hand,
seem to show both ITG character modes and a single mi-
crotearing mode atkyri =0.05. The real frequency plot sug-
gests the nature of each mode, and shows a discontinuous
jump betweenkyri =0.05 andkyri =0.2. The modes atkyri

ù0.13 have the character of ITG modes, and the mode at
kyri =0.05 has tearing parity. TheAi eigenfunction is even at
kyri =0.05 and odd at all the otherky values.

Overall, the effect of magnetic perturbations on growth
rates for this surface is small, much smaller than for thecn

=0.4 surface for instance. Electromagnetic results either

match the electrostatic growth rates, or slightly stabilize
them(particularly for higherky). Only the tearing mode was
more unstable than the corresponding electrostatic mode,
similar to observations on thecn=0.4 surface.

3. Magnetic surface cn =0.8

The electrostatic and electromagnetic results for this sur-
face are presented in Figs. 8 and 9, which include plots of the
growth rates and real frequencies as functions ofkyri. The
dominant electromagnetic modes on this surface do not have
tearing parity, and the real frequencies of the growing modes
are all positive. The real frequencies are not linear inky, and
unstable modes are found at higher values ofkyri than on the
inner surfaces. Electromagnetic effects are observed to desta-
bilize the modes at lowky and stabilize them at higherky.

The cn=0.8 magnetic surface has stronger shaping than
the inner surfaces, as can be seen from Fig. 4, so that more
points must be included along the field line in order to re-
solve the magnetic structure.

4. Surface comparison

The growth rates and real frequencies for all three mag-
netic surfaces are plotted together in Figs. 8 and 9, respec-
tively. There is a clear trend of increasing growth rate with
larger cn, and in electrostatic calculations the maximum
growth rate occurs at higher values ofkyri on the outer sur-
faces. This latter trend is not so clear in the electromagnetic
calculations, probably owing to the tearing parity modes that
are predominantly found on thecn=0.4 surface. The values
of R/LT listed in Table II are close to 4, the critical value
R/LTcrit, which was found for the onset of toroidal ITG
modes in the DIII-D benchmark equilibrium of Ref. 24. The
tearing parity modes dominate on the inner surface atcn

=0.4, but these modes may remain unstable on the outer
surfaces, and simply become dominated by increasingly un-
stable ITG modes.

B. ETG stability: kyri >O„1… and kyreÏO„1…

For short length scale modes, satisfyingkyri .1, in lin-
ear calculations it is reasonable to model the ion physics as a
single ion species(the main plasma ion) with an unmodified
adiabatic response:25

FIG. 11. (Color online). Growth rates Imsvd as a function ofhi, for the
fastest growing electrostatic and electromagnetic eigenmodes withkyri

=0.3 and on the surfacecn=0.4. The electrostatic and electromagnetic re-
sults are represented as triangles and crosses, respectively.hi has been al-
tered preserving the ion pressure gradient.he has smultaneously been modi-
fied (at constant electron pressure gradient) so as to maintain quasineutrality,
resulting inhe,hi.

FIG. 12. (Color online). Fastest growing eigenfunctions in electrostatic and electromagnetic calculations for the flux surfacecn=0.4 atkyri =6.0. (a) The
electostatic potential for an electrostatic calculations,(b–d) showf, Ai, andA', respectively, for an electromagnetic calculation. The real and imaginary parts
are represented by solid and dot-dashed lines, respectively.
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This approach is justified by the fact that the large ion gyro-
orbits effectively average over the shorter length scale turbu-
lence. The full gyrokinetic equation need only be solved for
the electrons, and this is the approach for the shorter scale
instabilities studied in this section.

Figure 12 shows fastest growing eigenmodes for the
electrostatic and electromagnetic calculations withkyri =6
(which corresponds tokyre,0.1) on thecn=0.4 flux surface.
It is evident that these eigenfunctions are well contained in
the u domain simulated.

The growth rates and real frequencies for electrostatic
and electromagnetic calculations on all surfaces are pre-
sented in Figs. 13–15. The growth rates are greater than
those for the longer wavelength ITG and microtearing modes
in the preceding section, as is typical for electron driven
modes. The real frequencies are negative, and are approxi-
mately linear inky. Electromagnetic effects are found to have
a stabilizing influence on these modes. The maximum
growth rate is found at higher values ofkyri as radius in-
creases.

Two different classes of ETG instabilities were uncov-
ered in electromagnetic calculations on thecn=0.4 surface,
and these are centered atkyri =12 andkyri =20, and are sepa-
rated by a narrow region of stability inky. The transition

between the two modes can also be observed as a small
discontinuity in the real frequency plot atkyri ,15.

C. Mixing length estimates of transport

The equilibriumE3B shearing ratevSE has been esti-
mated using an isotropic turbulence model given by Eq.
(A10) in the Appendix. This is based on the Hahm–Burrell
formula of Ref. 26. While toroidal rotation is included in Eq.
(A10) of the Appendix, we have neglected both toroidal and
poloidal rotation in all equilibrium and stability calculations
and also in our numerical estimates of the shearing rate.27

Table IV gives the estimated shearing rates along with the
maximum growth rates in each wavelength regime for each
surface. These estimates suggest that the shearing rate will
have a moderate stabilizing effect on ITG growth rates, and
virtually no effect on ETG modes at any radius due to their
higher growth rates. We have made mixing length estimates
of the transport coefficients which might arise from ITG and
ETG turbulence using the formula

x ,
gmax− vSE

kmax
2 , s5d

where gmax is the maximum growth rate occuring at wave
numberkmax, and these are included in Table IV. Mixing
length estimates suggest much higher transport from ITG
modes than from ETG modes, though such estimates can be
misleading. There is evidence to suggest that ETG modes are
able to create very thin quasistable radial structures by cou-
pling to one another.15,28 These structures are known as
streamers and their radial extent is much larger than the
transport step length we have estimated heres1/kmaxd. If
these structures are present in MAST they could play an
important role in electron heat transport, especially since
they are unaffected by equilibrium sheared flows.

Fully nonlinear calculations are strictly necessary to pre-
dict the saturated turbulence spectrum and corresponding
transport. In Ref. 15, which describes the first nonlinear
simulations of ETG turbulence, it was shown that ETG
modes were capable of driving a significant level of transport
which is considerably in excess of mixing length estimates.
Large amplitude, radially elongated, streamer structures were

FIG. 13. (Color online). ETG (a) growth rates and(b) real frequencies of the
fastest growing instabilities on thecn=0.4 surface as functions ofkyri. The
circles denote electromagnetic results and the triangles denote electrostatic
results.

FIG. 14. (Color online). ETG (a) growth rates and(b) real frequencies of the
fastest growing instabilities on thecn=0.6 surface as functions ofkyri. The
circles denote electromagnetic results and the triangles denote electrostatic
results.

FIG. 15. (Color online). ETG (a) growth rates and(b) real frequencies of the
fastest growing instabilities on thecn=0.8 surface as functions ofkyri. The
circles denote electromagnetic results and the triangles denote electrostatic
results.
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found to be very weakly damped by zonal flows, and these
structures generated substantial cross field transport.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed gyrokinetic microstability analyses
for an equilibrium that is close to that which was obtained in
the flat-top of an ELMy H-mode MAST discharge. Linear
growth rates for modes with perpendicular wavelengths of
the order of the ion and electron Larmor radii have been
determined on three magnetic surfaces, using theGS2 code
with and without full electromagnetic effects.

Electromagnetic effects have proved to be crucially im-
portant even in this relatively lowb MAST discharge, espe-
cially for longer length-scale modes with wavelengths of the
order of the ion Larmor radius on the inner surfaces, where
tearing parity modes have been found to be the fastest grow-
ing modes. The growth rate of these modes is sensitive to the
electron collision frequency, and collisions are found to en-
hance the instability. The modes are also highly extended
along the magnetic field direction, so that even linear calcu-
lations where these instabilities are excited are extremely de-
manding computationally. Very similar modes have also been
reported in a microstability study for a conceptual spherical
tokamak power plant plasma,18 and in studies of NSTX
plasmas,16,29and these modes could play an important role in
transporting electron heat, since electrons have extremely
high parallel velocities. Nonlinear calculations of these insta-
bilities will be extremely demanding owing to their large
extent along the magnetic field line.

It has been shown that electrostatic ITG modes can be
stabilized if the ion pressure gradient can be supported by the
ion density profile(which was relatively flat for the equilib-
rium studied) instead of by the ion temperature profile.
Therefore, if standard ITG modes(without tearing parity)
dominate, reducinghi by peaking the density(e.g., by pellet
injection) should improve plasma performance. The depen-
dence of the tearing parity mode growth rates onhi (andhe)
was found to be somewhat more subtle.

It has been found that ITG modes are likely to be at least
partially stabilized by shearing in the equilibriumE3B flow
velocity. We have estimated only the diamagnetic contribu-
tions to the shearing rates, neglecting the potentially large
contributions from the toroidal flows in MAST, so the ITG
stabilization effect could in principle be larger. ETG modes
have stronger growth rates that exceed the equilibriumE
3B shearing rates by several orders of magnitude. Mixing
length arguments suggest that the ITG modes would give rise
to significant transport if they are not stabilized by sheared

flows, and predict rather weak transport from ETG turbu-
lence. Nonlinear calculations are really required to give more
reliable transport coefficients. Significant plasma flows on
MAST have been neglected in this first analysis, and these
could be very important in determining the crucial balance
between ITG growth rate and the equilibriumE3B velocity
shearing rate, and in the formation of ITBs on MAST.
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APPENDIX: EQUILIBRIUM E ÃB SHEAR RATE

TheE3B shear flow can suppress turbulent instabilities
when the shearing ratevSE, given below, becomes compa-
rable to the growth rate of the instability. Reference 26 pro-
vides the Hahm–Burrell shearing rate:

vSE=
Dc

Df

]2F

]c2 , sA1d

whereFscd is the equilibrium electric scalar potential,c is
the poloidal flux, andf is the toroidal angle. We begin by
finding ]2F /]c2, using the equilibrium equation,

=P

nie
= V 3 B + E = V 3 B − =F = V 3 B − F8 = c,

sA2d

where primes denote differentiation with respect toc; E and
P are the electric field and pressure;B is the magnetic field
defined byB=s=c3 =fd+ f =f; V is the ion velocity(in
the toroidal direction) defined byV =VscdR2=f, whereV is
the toroidal angular velocity andR is the major radius; andni

and e are simply the ion number density and electronic
charge magnitude. By taking the vector product of the toroi-
dal angle gradient with the magnetic field, we obtain

=f 3 B = = f 3 s=c 3 = fd =
=c

R2 . sA3d

Using this together with the definition forV we can write Eq.
(A2) as

TABLE IV. Table showing maximum growth rates for ETG and ITG results on different surfaces together with
the correspondingvSE and x values. All growth rates are electromagnetic and the asterisk symbol denotes a
microtearing mode.

cn gITG gETG vSE xITG xETG

0.4 21000* 150000 5200 2.7 0.033

0.6 33000 1300000 6300 3.3 0.085

0.8 44000 1250000 4080 4.9 0.021
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P8 = c

nie
= V = c − F8 = c. sA4d

(Note that =P=P8=c since P is a function of c only.)
Hence

F8 = V −
1

nie
P8, sA5d

F9 = V8 −
1

nie
P9 +

ni8

ni
2e

P8. sA6d

We can use the two standard relations,hi =niT8 /ni8T, andP
=niT to write ni8 as

ni8 =
niP8

Ps1 + hid
, sA7d

which is substituted into Eq.(A8) to give

F9 = V8 −
1

nie
P9 +

sP8d2

niePs1 + hid
. sA8d

For isotropic turbulence whereDr , rDu it can readily
be shown from the Hahm–Burrell formula[given above as
equation(A1)] (see Refs. 26 and 30) that

vSE=
sdc/drd2

B

]2F

]c2 . sA9d

Substituting from Eq.(A8) this gives

vSE=
sdc/drd2

B
SV8 −

1

nie
P9 +

sP8d2

niePs1 + hid
D . sA10d
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